Exam 2: Friday March 9.

Quiz 6: Friday March 2.

Quiz 5: Monday February 26. Covers Sections 8.3 and 8.4. (Also textbook homework completion check will be done on Sections 8.3 and 8.4.)

Homework, Friday, February 23:
From Text: Start Section 8.5: 5, 13 - 21 odd
Webwork: Start Section 8.5

Homework, Wednesday, February 21:
From Text: Section 8.4, part 2: 7, 21, 23a, 27b
Webwork: Section 8.4 Part 2

Homework, Tuesday, February 20:
From Text: Arc length problems in Section 8.2: 25, 27 and Section 8.3: 31, 43, 47
From Text: Section 8.4, part 1: 1, 3, 9, 13, 15, 27a
Webwork: Section 8.4 Part 1

Homework, Monday, February 19:
Finish Section 8.3 problems except for any problems asking for the arc length.

Quiz 4: Monday, February 19. Covers Section 8.1 and 8.2. (Also textbook homework completion check will be done on Section 8.1 and 8.2.)

Homework, Friday, February 16:
From Text: Start Section 8.3: 1 - 7 odd, 17, 31, 33, 35, 37, 43, 47
Webwork: Start Section 8.3

Homework, Wednesday, February 14:
Finish Section 8.2 problems except for any problems asking for the arc length.
Homework, Tuesday, February 13:
From text: Finish Section 8.1 problems and Start Section 8.2: 1 - 35 odd, 45, 51
Webwork: Sections 8.1 and 8.2

Homework, Monday, February 12:
From text: Section 8.1: 1 - 11 odd, 15, 17, 19, 23 - 33 odd
Webwork: Section 8.1

Homework, Friday, February 9: None!


Homework, Wednesday, February 7:
Study for Friday’s exam.

Homework, Tuesday, February 6:
Finish Chapter 7 Review, Part 2
Bring in questions for review day on Wednesday.

Homework, Monday, February 5:
Complete Chapter 7 Review, Part 1 handout

Quiz 3: Monday February 5. Covers Sections 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7. (Also text-book homework completion check will be done on Sections 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7.)

Homework, Friday, February 2:
From text: Section 7.7: 1 - 29 odd
Webwork: Section 7.7

Homework, Wednesday, January 31:
From text: Section 7.6: 5 - 39 odd
Webwork: Section 7.6

Homework, Tuesday, January 30:
From text: Finish Section 7.5: 1 - 15 odd, 19
Webwork: Finish Section 7.5

**Quiz 2:** Tuesday January 30. Covers Sections 7.3 and 7.4. (Also textbook homework completion check will be done on Sections 7.3 and 7.4.)

**Homework, Monday, January 29:**
From text: Start Section 7.5: 1 - 15 odd, 19  
Webwork: Start Section 7.5

**Homework, Friday, January 26:**
From text: Section 7.4, Part 2: 21, 23, 31, 33, 35, 55, 61

**Homework, Wednesday, January 24:**
From text: Section 7.4, Part 1: 1 - 11 odd, 15 - 19 odd, 39 - 53 odd  
Webwork: Section 7.4

**Homework, Tuesday, January 23:**
From text: Section 7.3: 15 - 49 odd, 53  
Webwork: Section 7.3

**Homework, Monday, January 22:**
Finish up any old Section 7.1 and 7.2 homework

**Quiz 1:** Monday, January 22. Covers Sections 7.1 and 7.2. (Also textbook homework completion check will be done on Sections 7.1 and 7.2.)

**Homework, Friday, January 19:**
From text: Section 7.2: 3 - 31 odd, 39, 41, 43, 47  
Webwork: Section 7.2

**Homework, Wednesday, January 17:**
From text: Finish Section 7.1: 3 - 43 odd, 59 - 65 odd  
Webwork: Section 7.1

**Homework, Tuesday, January 16:**
Make sure you can log into Webwork and get onto the class website.  
From text: Start Section 7.1: 3 - 43 odd, 59 - 65 odd